TERMS & CONDITIONS – DISCOUNT OFFER

This document details the Terms & Conditions to avail the discount offer as provided by TALISMAN to AXIS for a limited time starting December 01, 2019 and ending on July 31, 2020. The promotion would be available for extension based on mutual understanding.

The terms & conditions stated hereof are outlined for the purposes of availing the discount offer only using the offer coupon code. A separate agreement has been executed and duly signed by both the parties stating the points of agreement as may be required.

**Offer Code:** AXIS28 (Terms and Conditions Apply*)

Discount Code cannot be clubbed with any other active code running on the website

**Offer Description:** FLAT 28% DISCOUNT across all styles

**Offer Details:** Avail "FLAT 28% DISCOUNT" across all styles on TALISMAN Pure Silver Jewelry. Shop from 1000+ Handcrafted Designs TODAY!

**Validity:** December 01, 2019 to July 31, 2020

**Limit per User:** No Maximum Limit per User

**Transaction Type:** PREPAID transactions using valid Debit Cards and Credit Cards ONLY.

Cash on delivery in not applicable on the promotion

**Offer Micro Page:** Offer valid only on SKUs listed on Micro Landing Page.

https://www.talismanworld.com/collections/axis

TALISMAN or any of its subsidiaries are not responsible of any disputes existing or foreseen between AXIS and its users. TALISMAN is only a provider of offer on AXIS for AXIS to its user.